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Next-Gen actionable visibility and access control management Security-as-a-Service  
that keeps your network safe

Portnox CLEAR is an advanced security solution that delivers continuous, off 
and on premises risk monitoring of all of your endpoints, bringing affordable, 
deployable, and manageable Network Access Management (NAM) to any 
sized company as a cloud service. The platform provides absolute visibility 
and control by granting access following device profiling – based on the 
device itself, the network, and the user’s identity.

Don’t take Unnecessary Risks with the 
Health of Your Network
As a SaaS cloud-based solution that can be set up in minutes, Portnox 
CLEAR protects your network from vulnerabilities that result from Mobile, 
BYOD, IoT and the use of unauthorized devices. It gives you full insight into 
activities within the network and absolute control of access permissions. 
Portnox CLEAR provides a holistic approach to ensuring network security 
that includes:

||Ease of Use: With a pre set-up infrastructure, any complicated integration 
can be enabled with a click of a button. Even novice users can complete a 
deployment without previous knowledge or training.

||Continuous Risk Monitoring: Being a cloud solution allows CLEAR to 
monitor the risks and “health” of corporate and personal assets, all 
the time, anywhere. Whether on premise or in a coffee shop, CLEAR 
identifies if the user disabled the drive encryption or anti-malware or is not 
upholding to corporate policies.

||Risk Adaptive Access over the VPN: Portnox CLEAR enables access 
not only by user’s strong identity and device risk score when accessing 
through the VPN. CLEAR also supports the option to enable two-factor 
authentication for VPN connections.

FEATURES AND 
BENEFITS

Portnox CLEAR saves you time and 
money with real-time visibility and control 
of all devices connecting to your network, 
through a Security-as-a-Service platform 
that works for all businesses regardless of 
scale. The first software-only cloud-based 
NAM, Portnox CLEAR is rapidly deployed 
in any environment and gives you the 
anytime, anywhere knowledge you need 
to secure the network in the age of IoT.

|| 100% actionable visibility

||Protects the network from vulnerabilities 
that result from Mobile, BYOD and IoT

||Ease of deployment, with a pre-set 
infrastructure that requires no prior 
training

||Cloud-based and fully scalable, requiring 
absolutely no hardware

||Cost-effective and affordable for 
businesses of all sizes

||Protection of all access layers, including 
wireless, VPN, wired, virtual and cloud

||Multi-factor authentication over the VPN 
based on user identity and device risk 
score

||Continuous risk monitoring that identifies 
rogue or risky endpoints

||Centralized security for all locations

||Automated wireless access management

||Cloud Radius
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Network Visibility and Access Management 
in the Cloud – Keeping Your Network Safe
Portnox CLEAR brings you all of the benefits of 802.1x without any of the 
headache. Delivered as a cloud service, Portnox CLEAR functions across all 
access layers and provides 100% coverage of your network.

At the core of Portnox CLEAR is AgentP, a device agent supporting 
Windows, MAC, IOS and Android devices that provides continuous device 
risk validation on or off premise and maintains real-time and continuous 
posture assessment of each device. Additional components of the  
platform include:

||CLEAR Radius: Cloud-based Radius server and authentication

||CLEAR AD Broker: Lightweight software to support AD authentication and 
access controls

||CLEAR Analytical Engine: Continuous awareness of device risk posture 
and alignment to policy

||CLEAR Guest Management: Add-on offering robust management and 
control of guest access

Enjoy the CLEAR Difference
With Portnox CLEAR, your network is continuously monitored and secure. 
Portnox CLEAR saves you time and money with real-time visibility and 
control of all devices connecting to your network, through a Security-as-a-
Service platform that works for all businesses, regardless of scale. The first 
software-only, cloud-based NAM, Portnox CLEAR is rapidly deployed in any 
environment and gives you the anytime, anywhere knowledge and tools you 
need to secure the network in the age of IoT. Portnox CLEAR allows you to:

||See – 100% actionable visibility (managed devices, BYOD or IoT) in 
real-time due to our agentless approach, centralization and infrastructure 
vendor agnostic.

||Control – access through segmentation of the network according to IoT 
device type or group

||Automate – actions and responses, reducing the time and cost associated 
with manual responses

Try Out Portnox CLEAR Today!

ABOUT US

Founded in 2007, Portnox helps secure 
connected organizations with its cutting-
edge technology that allows CISOs to 
see, control, react, and manage the risks 
that networks face – for any user, any 
device, anywhere.


